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Locally suppressed transverse-field protocol for diabatic quantum annealing
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Diabatic quantum annealing (DQA) is an alternative algorithm to adiabatic quantum annealing that can be used
to circumvent the exponential slowdown caused by small minima in the annealing energy spectrum. We present
the locally suppressed transverse-field (LSTF) protocol, a heuristic method for making stoquastic optimization
problems compatible with DQA. We show that, provided an optimization problem intrinsically has magnetic
frustration due to inhomogeneous local fields, a target qubit in the problem can always be manipulated to create
a double minimum in the energy gap between the ground and first excited states during the evolution of the
algorithm. Such a double energy minimum can be exploited to induce diabatic transitions to the first excited
state and back to the ground state. In addition to its relevance to classical and quantum algorithmic speedups, the
LSTF protocol enables DQA proof-of-principle and physics experiments to be performed on existing hardware,
provided independent controls exist for the transverse qubit magnetization fields. We discuss the implications
on the coherence requirements of the quantum annealing hardware when using the LSTF protocol, considering
specifically the cases of relaxation and dephasing. We show that the relaxation rate of a large system can be
made to depend only on the target qubit, presenting opportunities for the characterization of the decohering
environment in a quantum annealing processor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum annealing is widely regarded as a promising
technique for solving difficult optimization problems [1,2].
Since its inception, adiabatic quantum annealing (AQA) is
anticipated to yield a computational speedup via quantum
tunneling processes, whereby the physical algorithm can over-
come tall and narrow energy barriers [3,4]. Although much
progress has been made in understanding and characterizing
the role that quantum tunneling plays in AQA [5,6], it remains
a hotly contested topic [7–10]. Particularly with regard to an-
ticipated computational speedups, only specific instances are
known where an advantage is observed using AQA algorithms
[6,10,11] while many classical algorithms, particularly quan-
tum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods, outperform AQA [6,12].

The main bottleneck encountered in AQA is the occur-
rence of small local minima in the energy spectrum at some
point during an anneal. To avoid a transition to an excited
state via a local minimum, the annealing schedule can only
be run as fast as allowed by the adiabatic theorem, which
can be expressed approximately, in the case of traditional
transverse-field AQA, as t f ∝ �−2 where t f is the anneal run
time, and � is the global minimum of the energy gap. This
inverse squared scaling of the anneal run time with the size of
the minimum gap severely impacts the performance of AQA
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when applied to so-called small-gap problems, which thereby
have a reputation for being “difficult to solve” in this context
[10]. This limitation is at odds with the statement that AQA
can benefit from quantum tunneling in general, since tall and
wide energetic barriers necessarily lead to the formation of a
very small energy gap, and hence a high error rate for the AQA
algorithm in those cases. Many studies using exact and ap-
proximate techniques for systems in the thermodynamic limit
have argued that such tall and wide energetic barriers are a
common feature of annealing problems involving a first-order
transition [13–17].

An alternative to AQA that is attracting much attention
recently involves the use of local minima in the energy
spectrum to diabatically induce transitions between states.
In perhaps the most promising technique currently, diabatic
quantum annealing (DQA), a diabatic cascade of Landau-
Zener transitions [9], is utilized such that the system can be
initialized in the ground state and finalized in the ground
state via a shortcut through the excited-state spectrum, lead-
ing to prospects of quantum-enabled computational speedups
[18,19]. Although this technique poses experimental chal-
lenges and hardware requirements, there are notable benefits
over AQA besides circumventing the small-gap bottleneck,
the most attractive being universality and relative simplicity
compared to gate-model implementations [20]. There are al-
ready known problems that are suitable for large-scale DQA
in the transverse-field Ising model, such as particular instances
of perturbed Hamming weight oracle problems, where a
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diabatic cascade can be formed [9]. In these cases however a
classical algorithm can effectively recover the speedup since
no quantum tunneling occurs in those examples. Only a sin-
gle example is known where stoquastic DQA is expected to
outperform QMC (and any classical algorithm): the oracular
glued-tree problem studied by Childs et al. [21] and Somma
et al. [22] reveals a limitation on the ability of classical algo-
rithms to simulate quantum processes.

DQA imposes a set of challenges with regard to the neces-
sity of anticrossings in the energy spectrum, which, similarly
to the case of AQA, requires insight into their formation
[23,24]. Suitable anticrossings are required in DQA, and thus
for the protocol to be universally applicable a method of
guaranteeing they exist for arbitrary problems is required,
among other requirements such as a large spectral separation
between the first and second excited states. Furthermore, con-
sidering that QMC algorithms generally fail due to so-called
sign problems, which are intricately related to the notion of
nonstoquasticity of the Hamiltonian being sampled [25–27],
it is believed that using DQA on problems of a nonsto-
quastic nature could lead to demonstrable quantum-enabled
speedups [20]. Furthermore, it has recently been argued that
nonstoquasticity is an essential requirement of an annealing
Hamiltonian for demonstrating such speedups [24]. As of yet,
there is little work on the experimental implementation of
hardware that provides nonstoquastic terms [28], and further
the hardware required to implement tuneable nonstoquastic
two-local interaction terms [29] is currently under develop-
ment and is not expected to be available for some time. As
such, little is known about how a quantum annealing processor
will perform with a diabatic protocol, and it is expected that
the environment will play a greater role in determining the
feasibility of the method [20].

As a means to address this using near-term quantum an-
nealing hardware [30,31], we propose a heuristic method for
programming a stoquastic quantum annealer in the diabatic
mode of operation, which we call the locally suppressed
transverse-field (LSTF) protocol for DQA. We show that in
addition to its relevance to classical and quantum optimization
this method can be used to study the role of the environment in
DQA. To this end, we first introduce a simple model of mag-
netic frustration to show that quantum tunneling effects can
be leveraged to create a small avoided level crossing. We then
introduce a means of creating an additional avoided cross-
ing via customized annealing schedules [32–34] that allows
us to sketch a heuristic algorithm for finding lower-energy
eigenstates of the problem than in AQA under certain cir-
cumstances. We also provide a statistical analysis of randomly
generated examples to demonstrate the performance of LSTF-
DQA and we analyze in detail a single instance to discuss
the consequences of its application. In the final section, we
present closed- and open-system dynamics simulations using
the adiabatic master equation (AME) [35] with our frustrated
magnet model where the AQA and DQA protocols are com-
pared. We show that relaxation effects play a more important
role in LSTF-DQA than in AQA. Through a detailed analysis
of the eigenstates of our model and the Lindblad operators,
we show that, under specific circumstances, LSTF-DQA can
be used to ensure that the rate of relaxation in a larger system
is determined by the target qubit. This property provides op-

portunities to characterize the impact of the environment in a
large processor based on annealing measurements [19], as an
alternative to conventional dynamical methods [36–38].

II. MAGNETIC FRUSTRATION AND SUPPRESSION
OF TUNNELING

Before we introduce LSTF-DQA formally, we will first
highlight the physics underlying the methodology, to show
that qubits that are frustrated due to an unfavorable local
field participate in tunneling phenomena. To this end, we first
look at a simple model of magnetic frustration, involving two
qubits in the transverse-field model of quantum annealing:

Ĥ (s) = (1 − s)
∑

i∈{1,2}
hx

i σ̂
x
i + s

[ ∑
i∈{1,2}

hz
i σ̂

z
i + Jzzσ̂ z

1 σ̂ z
2

]
(1)

where s = t/tan for s ∈ [0, 1] is the dimensionless annealing
parameter and we are explicitly using linear interpolation
schedules for simplicity. The Pauli operators σ̂ α for α = {x, z}
are defined with respect to the computational basis states
|↓〉 = |0〉 and |↑〉 = |1〉, i.e., σ̂ z = |↓〉〈↓| − |↑〉〈↑| and σ̂ x =
|↓〉〈↑| + |↑〉〈↓|. This Hamiltonian is necessarily stoquastic,
as there is always a basis in which all off-diagonal elements
are nonpositive. Here we can simply choose a π rotation in
the xy plane such that the values of hx

i are all negative to
satisfy this condition. Frustration is introduced in a trivial way
by choosing Jzz to be either positive or negative, and then
choosing the values of hz

i such that one of the spins is biased
in an unfavorable way. Using an energy scale set by R, and
biasing qubit 2 as 0 < hz

2 < R, we have

hz
1 =

{
R if Jzz > 0
−R if Jzz < 0 (2)

for qubit 1, which creates an unfavorable condition for qubit
2 to align with its local external field, i.e., in the ground state
of this problem qubit 2 will be polarized against its local field.
We will now focus only on the case Jzz = R. Expressing the
local field of qubit 2 as hz

2 = R f where the dimensionless
quantity f parametrizes the frustration between low ( f → 0)
and high ( f → 1), the ground and first excited states are,
respectively,

E↓↑ = R( f − 2),

E↓↓ = −R f (3)

where the gap at s = 1 will be �E1(s = 1) ≡ E↓↓ − E↓↑ =
2R(1 − f ). When the energy scales of the transverse and lon-
gitudinal parts are matched (i.e., hx

1,2 = R), there will always
be values of s where the energy gap between the ground and
first excited states is less than �E (s = 1) for any 0 < f < 1.
We denote the location of the minimum energy gap in the
energy spectrum as s∗. For a frustrated system, the energy gap
at s = s∗ will become very small compared to R as f → 1.
Such behavior is indicative of suppressed quantum tunneling
as f is increased [39,40].

We may further control the suppression of quantum tun-
neling by decreasing the transverse field of qubit 2, which
we call the target qubit. Figure 1(a) shows the energy gap
between the ground and first excited state in the vicinity of
s∗ where �E1(s) ≡ E1(s) − E0(s) in units of R, solved by
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FIG. 1. The energy gap between the ground and first excited state
of Eq. (1) as a function of s is shown in (a), focused around the point
s∗ for selected values of hx

2 = 0.001R, 0.01R, and 0.1R, and where
f = 0.8, Jzz = R, and hz

1 = R as in Eq. (2). The z magnetization
expectation value mz

2 is shown in (b) for the same parameter values,
and the point s+ is denoted as the vertical dotted line. Note that s∗
converges towards s+ as hx

2 is decreased.

numerically diagonalizing Eq. (1) for a selection of values
hx

2 � R and where hx
1 = R and f = 0.8. From this we see

that it is possible to reduce the energy gap associated with the
avoided crossing by reducing the value of the transverse field
applied to a single qubit, independently of the other qubit,
significantly increasing the computational complexity for the
adiabatic algorithm. Now consider the expectation value of
the z magnetization of the target qubit in the instantaneous
ground state, mz

2(s) = 〈E0(s)|σ̂ z
2 |E0(s)〉. Figure 1(b) shows the

target qubit magnetization mz
2(s) solved in the same range

of s values, where the magnetization value crosses zero with
increasing sharpness as hx

2 is decreased. The point at which
mz

2(s) = 0 is denoted as s+ and is shown in the figure. At
the point s+, the target qubit is in a superposition state,
indicating that the ground state of the system must be delo-
calized. This suggests that there are two local minima that
are competing to become the global ground state. It follows
from this that decreasing the hx

2 term increases localization
or, in other words, reduces the interaction between specific
minima in the potential energy, in turn increasing compu-
tational complexity for the adiabatic algorithm. It is worth
pointing out that in general s+ �= s∗, and that s+ and s∗ con-
verge as hx

2 → 0, an observation that we discuss briefly in
Appendix B.

To shed some light on the mechanism underlying the zero
crossing of the z magnetization, we consider the semiclassical
potential in the spin coherent path-integral formalism for spin-
1/2 particles [41]. We express an arbitrary two-qubit state as

a tensor product of coherent states |θ1, θ2〉 = |θ1〉 ⊗ |θ2〉:

|θ1,2〉 = cos

(
θ1,2

2

)
|0〉 + sin

(
θ1,2

2

)
|1〉 (4)

where θ1,2 represent the magnetization angles with respect to
the down state in the xz plane for qubits 1 and 2, respectively.
We have neglected the y magnetization component since we
analyze the evolution of the potential in a closed-system set-
ting, in the quasistatic limit where the adiabatic theorem is
fully satisfied. The magnetization expectation vectors of the
qubits do not have a y component in this case as there is no
external y field and no dynamical effect that would induce a
rotation out of the xz plane. We then look at the expectation
value of the energy as a function of both θ1 and θ2 with respect
to the spin coherent state, which represents the semiclassical
potential energy:

V (s, θ1, θ2) = 〈θ1, θ2|Ĥ (s)|θ1, θ2〉. (5)

Using Eq. (5), we can find global and local potential minima
which are associated with specific magnetization angles of
both qubits. As a measure of fidelity of the semiclassical ap-
proximation, we look at the trace-norm distance as a function
of θ1 and θ2 [9]:

D(s, θ1, θ2) =
√

1 − |〈θ1, θ2|E0(s)〉|2 (6)

where |E0(s)〉 is the instantaneous ground state of Eq. (1)
obtained from numerical diagonalization.

We solve Eqs. (5) and (6) on a fine grid covering all angle
combinations θ1,2 using f = 0.8 and hx

2 = 0.01R. We then
find the local minima of the semiclassical potential numer-
ically. Details of this analysis are provided in Appendix A.
Figure 2(a) shows the energy of the two local minima as a
function of s. Early in the anneal, for s < 0.41, there is a
single minimum in the potential, denoted min 1, which is
expected as the transverse part of the Hamiltonian dominates.
A local minimum in the potential, denoted min 2, then ap-
pears at a high energy and subsequently approaches the global
minimum as s is increased. At the point s+, the two local
minima become degenerate, where mz

2(s) is zero. For s > s+,
min 2 becomes lower in energy than min 1, and it therefore
becomes the new global minimum. Figure 2(b) shows the
potential energy along the line that connects the two minima,
which we denote θ (s, θ1, θ2), as a function of θ2 at the point
s = s+, where the locations of min 1 and 2 are highlighted.
The values of θ2 at min 1 and 2 correspond to the target qubit
being in the down- and up-spin states, i.e., θ2 = π and 2π ,
respectively. Now looking at the global minimum of Eq. (6)
along the line θ (denoted by the red dot), the value of the
angle θ2 corresponds very closely to the target qubit being in
an equal superposition state, i.e., θ2 = 3π/2, which yields a z
expectation value mz

2(s+) = 0. Furthermore, the value of the
trace-norm distance D at s = s+ is far from zero, indicating
that a semiclassical description of the system ground state at
this point is inaccurate. In addition, the observation that the
best classical description of the system ground state at s = s+
lies between the two local minima of the semiclassical poten-
tial is an indication that the state is delocalized across both
potential wells. We share plots of the full potential landscape
and computed values of θ in Appendix A.
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FIG. 2. The energy of the two local minima as a function of s
are shown in (a), where the vertical line, corresponding to the point
s+, shows where the local minima become degenerate. (b) shows the
potential energy along the line θ [see Appendix A and Fig. 11(a)] as
a function of θ2, at the point s = s+ for hx

2 = 0.01R. The black dotted
line shows the value of D along the same path, which shows that
the best description of the state lies in between the two minima. The
global minimum of the trace-norm distance D [Eq. (6)] is indicated
by the red dot, and the values of the angle θ2 are indicated at min 1
and min 2.

We can see from both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) that the change
in the global potential minimum occurs discontinuously in s,
i.e., there is no classical path for a particle to move from min 1
to min 2 during the evolution of the algorithm. In the absence
of a thermal bath, this indicates that a tunneling event must
occur near s+, characterized by a flip in the z component of
the magnetization expectation value. The value of hx

2 controls
the width and height of the potential barrier, and therefore
the interaction between local minima in the potential. This
is also indicated by the width of the s interval in which the
z component of the qubit magnetization expectation value
flips. This width becomes smaller as hx

2 decreases, as seen
in Fig. 1(b), indicating that the target qubit is increasingly
localized in either the up (mz

2 = +1) or down (mz
2 = −1) state

before and after s+, respectively. In the limit hx
2 → 0, the

interaction between the local minima is switched off, which
leads to an energy crossing [16]. We expect that in large-scale
problems magnetic frustration caused by unfavorable local z
fields leads to multiple competing local minima [40], which
in turn can be individually controlled using local transverse
fields. An explicit example of this is discussed in the context
of the strong-weak cluster problem [42], where it is shown
that a diagonal catalyst can remove competing local minima
and thereby soften the exponentially closing energy gap of
the problem. Finally we note that commercial annealers do
not yet offer the ability to control the transverse fields of the
qubits independently [43]. The need for increased flexibility
of the annealing schedules, including independent control

of the transverse fields, has been widely recognized (see
Ref. [33] and references therein), putting such capabilities on
the roadmap for future devices [29,31,34,44,45].

III. LOCALLY SUPPRESSED TRANSVERSE-FIELD DQA

We now describe how the controlled suppression of quan-
tum tunneling in a frustrated qubit can be exploited for
creating DQA protocols. In this section we will focus on
the computational application of this effect, where it is used
heuristically. We have seen so far in a simple example that
the expectation of the z magnetization of a frustrated qubit
will cross zero as s increases from 0 to 1. This situation cor-
responds to the existence of a delocalized state at s = s+ due
to quantum tunneling, which can be effectively suppressed by
reducing the x field associated with that qubit, in turn creating
a very small avoided crossing. However, a way of reliably
creating a second avoided crossing is required to realize the
simplest case DQA protocol, that is, where a shortcut to the
final ground state via the first excited state exists due to the
existence of two avoided crossings at different values of s.

Consider a quantum annealer that provides individual con-
trol over the x local fields of each qubit. For an arbitrary
problem graph G, we express the driver Hamiltonian as

ĤD(s) =
∑

i∈V (G)

ai(s)hx
i σ̂

x
i (7)

where the functions ai(s) are the driver schedules, now unique
to each qubit. V (G) is the set of vertices of G. We express the
problem Hamiltonian as

ĤP(s) =
∑

i∈V (G)

bi(s)hz
i σ̂

z
i +

∑
i j∈E (G)

bi j (s)Jzz
i j σ̂

z
i σ̂ z

j (8)

where the functions bi(s) and bi j (s) are the problem schedules,
and E (G) is the set of edges of G associated with each two-
local coupling term. In the following we will assume that hx

i =
R ∀i ∈ V (G) unless stated otherwise.

We can trivially make an additional avoided crossing by
creating a quasidegeneracy in the energy spectrum of the
driver Hamiltonian Eq. (7). We define our schedules as fol-
lows, including a new parameter sx such that 0 � sx � 1
which defines the value of s at which the additional avoided
crossing occurs. We select one qubit k from V (G), which
we refer to as the target qubit. The driver schedules are then
defined as

ai �=k (s) =
{

1 if s < sx

1 − s−sx
1−sx

if sx � s � 1 (9)

and

ai=k (s) =
{

cx if s < sx

cx + (c1 − cx ) s−sx
1−sx

if sx � s � 1 (10)

where cx and c1 are parameters that control the amplitude
of the x field of the target qubit k. Figure 3(a) shows these
schedules as a function of s and the effect of their parameters.
We see that in the case i �= k [Eq. (9)] the schedules are the
same as the usual linear function, excepting that the interpo-
lation starts at sx. The schedule of Eq. (10) is a feature where
the parameter cx scales down the value of hx

k . c1 determines
the value of hx

k at s = 1. The parameters cx and c1 control
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FIG. 3. The DQA schedules as a function of s for the transverse
part of the Hamiltonian are shown in (a), corresponding to Eqs. (9)
and (10). Arbitrary values of cx and c1 are shown for illustration.
The DQA schedules for the longitudinal part of the Hamiltonian are
shown in (b), corresponding to Eqs. (11) and (12).

the size of the energy minima at s = sx and s∗, respectively.
These are envisaged to be particularly useful for implement-
ing multiqubit interference experiments [19,46], which could
serve as a sensitive probe of coherence, a point we will revisit
in future work. For simplicity, we assume cx = c1 = 0 for the
remainder of this paper. This choice closes the energy gaps
at s = sx and s∗, resulting in level crossings at these points.
However, it must be emphasized that in practice it might not
be possible to completely eliminate the transverse field of a
given qubit, depending on the hardware, but it can be made
negligible in the flux qubit [47].

The problem schedules are defined as

bi �=k (s) =
{

0 if s < sx
s−sx
1−sx

if sx � s � 1 (11)

and

bi=k (s) = { s−sx
1−sx

if 0 � s � 1 (12)

where again we see that for i �= k the schedules are the same
linear function with a delayed start to the interpolation, as
shown in Fig. 3(b). The schedule of Eq. (12) takes the same
form as those in Eq. (11), where the only difference is that
the former is not restricted to a constant in the range s < sx.
This results in a zero crossing of this function at s = sx, hence
changing the sign of hz

k at that point. The result of these
schedules is to create an avoided crossing at s = sx with a gap
of size 2cxR for cx � 1. It is trivial to see that this creates
a true avoided crossing, as the value of bk (s)hz

k changes sign
about sx, inducing a zero crossing in the expectation of σ̂ z

k , or,
in other words, the creation of a delocalized state at s = sx.
Now for our target qubit k, if the point s = s+ exists, i.e., if

qubit k participates in the delocalized character of the ground
state at that point, then we will now have two very small gaps
between the ground and first excited states, at s = sx and s+.
Note that the schedules bi j (s) in the last term of Eq. (8) take
the same form as Eq. (11). Also note that by design s+ > sx is
always true, since the interpolation of the driver and problem
Hamiltonians always starts at s = sx.

We now propose the following heuristic algorithm for find-
ing a low-energy eigenstate, given an arbitrary large-scale
problem. We assume no prior knowledge of the structure of
the problem, and that the system is coherent in the DQA
regime.

(1) Apply conventional AQA to the problem.
(2) Determine the state with lowest energy obtained.
(3) For each qubit k such that hz

k �= 0, (a) apply schedules
in Eqs. (9)–(12) and (b) update the state with lowest energy if
it exists.

In step 1, the AQA algorithm is used as a reference. If
the considered problem has a very small gap compared to
the annealing times used, one or more occurrences of excited
states will be obtained in step 2. In step 3 the LSTF DQA
method is applied to each qubit in turn, using a value of
cx = 0 such that the probability of a transition at s = sx is
1. A number of possible outcomes are envisaged in step 3.
In the case that the problem does not present a small gap,
then the LSTF-DQA method should never yield an eigenstate
with lower energy. In the case that the problem has a single
small gap, i.e., the separation with higher-energy eigenstates
is large, then the LSTF-DQA method should consistently
yield an eigenstate with lower energy. If the separation with
higher-energy eigenstates is small, and an energy minimum
between such states occurs some time after the lowest-energy
minimum gap between the ground and first excited state, i.e.,
argmin[E2(s) − E1(s)] > s∗, then the DQA protocol has bet-
ter chances of yielding lower-energy eigenstates. On the other
hand, if argmin[E2(s) − E1(s)] < s∗, then it is possible that
the DQA protocol performs as badly or worse than the AQA
protocol, due to transitions to higher eigenstates. Note that
although this algorithm is entirely heuristic and provides no
guarantee of better results than in the adiabatic case, the O(N )
scaling of step 3 makes it attractive to use as an alternative to
see if a lower-energy eigenstate can be obtained.

A. Statistical analysis

To estimate the performance of the LSTF-DQA technique
and the algorithm proposed above, we solve a series of ran-
domly generated seven-qubit problem instances using the
Schrödinger equation (SE) solver of the PYTHON package
QUTIP [48,49] with a set annealing time tan = 100 ns and
R = 1 GHz. To limit the total number of random graphs, we
generate a set of ten nonisomorphic connected graphs each
with instances comprising 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 edges,
providing a total of 60 unique graphs of increasing connec-
tivity (see Appendix C 1 for details). To generate the local
z fields hz

i we draw values from identical and independent
Gaussian distributions with a variance of 1 and mean of zero,
and then normalize them such that the largest field always has
a magnitude of R. We then set all the values of Jzz

i j associ-
ated with the edges of the graphs to −0.5R to promote the
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TABLE I. Summary of the performance of the LSTF-DQA pro-
tocol for the different groups of graph connectivities used. Each
column represents statistics covering 1000 samples and 20 graphs. A
DQA win is determined when the smallest energy residual obtained
from Eq. (13) is less than that obtained for the equivalent AQA
problem.

Instance edges 6 and 8 (%) 10 and 12 (%) 14 and 16 (%)

DQA wins 61.7 60.6 54.5
Small gap problems 27.4 16.9 8.5
Small gap DQA wins 73.3 77.7 97.7

occurrence of frustrated qubits. For each set of graphs with
a given connectivity, we consider 500 samples of the set of
seven local z-field values initialized on a randomly selected
graph from the set of ten. For each sample, the generated
AQA problem is considered “small gap” (SG) if the condition
�E1(s∗) � 1/2π GHz is satisfied. The AQA problem is con-
sidered “large gap” (LG) otherwise. We could further say that
SG problems are considered “hard” and LG problems “easy,”
but this is not the case for DQA and thus we class problems
more broadly as SG and LG here. Given the evolution time
tan = 100 ns, the heuristic adiabatic condition set by the cho-
sen minimum gap threshold for hardness can be expressed
approximately as tan � 4000/�E2

1 (s∗), which is consistent
with the commonly used expression tan � �E−2

1 (s∗). We then
solve the SE applied to both the AQA algorithm and the
LSTF-DQA technique applied to each qubit in turn. In all
sample runs, the LSTF-DQA schedule parameters were sx =
0.2 and cx = c1 = 0. For each sample, we calculate the energy
residual:

Eres = 〈E f |ĤP(1)|E f 〉 − E0 (13)

where E0 is the ground-state energy of ĤP(1) and |E f 〉 is the
final state obtained from the SE at s = 1, for both the AQA
protocol, and for each qubit under the LSTF-DQA protocol.
Similarly, we also calculate the probability of obtaining the
ground state as |〈E f |E0〉|2 for each case.

Table I summarizes the overall performance of the LSTF-
DQA algorithm for each set of graph connectivities and where
we have lumped the graph sets into groups of two for legibil-
ity. A win for LSTF-DQA is determined when the smallest
energy residual obtained from Eq. (13) is less than that ob-
tained for the equivalent AQA problem. From these results we
see that in general LSTF-DQA performs better by a small mar-
gin that slightly decreases for increased graph connectivity.
However, LSTF-DQA performs much better on the proportion
of SG problems detected, reaching near 100% success for the
high-connectivity SG problems.

Figures 4(a)–4(f) depict all the data obtained for both the
success probability and energy residual figures of merit. The
success probabilities are shown in Figs. 4(a), 4(c), and 4(e)
corresponding to the instance groups with 6–8, 10–12, and
14–16 edges, respectively. The energy residuals are shown
in Figs. 4(b), 4(d), and 4(f) corresponding to the instance
groups with 6–8, 10–12, and 14–16 edges, respectively. In the
case of the LG problems, which represent the majority of the
samples, we see that the success probability is generally high

for both the AQA and LSTF-DQA algorithms, represented
by the red crosses, with most points lying in the top right
quadrant of each graph. However, there are cases where the
LSTF-DQA algorithm gets trapped in higher-energy states,
as evidenced by the occurrence of zero success probabilities
and high-energy residual values near 10 GHz. These cases
are particularly evident for the problem instances with the
more sparse graphs comprising six and eight edges, as seen
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). In the case of the SG problems,
LSTF-DQA generally performs much better than the AQA
algorithm, particularly for the denser graphs comprising 10,
12, 14, and 16 edges. This is made evident by the low energy-
residual values obtained for the SG DQA problems compared
to the SG AQA problems. In the case of the SG problems in
particular, there is a clear separation between the energy resid-
uals obtained for LSTF-DQA and those obtained for AQA.
This shows that LSTF-DQA has great potential for solving
SG problems.

An interesting feature of the success probability plots is
the gathering of many points along and just below the black
line representing equal success for LSTF-DQA and AQA,
particularly for the more sparse six and eight edge graph
instances. These correspond to problems in which the ground
state is increasingly doubly degenerate as the points along this
line approach 0.5 success probability. LSTF-DQA performs
slightly worse for these types of problems, due to the tendency
for the transverse-field suppression to cause the ground and
first excited states to be highly degenerate throughout the an-
neal. Problem instances with degenerate ground states become
less common as the graph connectivity is increased. This is
because spin flips are penalized much more on average due to
the increased number of edge penalties. We also notice that
some points are scattered above the black line, for both LG
and SG instances. In these cases, the minimum gap in the
energy spectrum occurs only slightly before the end of the
anneal, causing the final state to be hybridized with higher
excited states at the chosen evolution rate. LSTF-DQA gener-
ally performs better in these cases as the final state obtained
is closer to the true ground state than for the AQA algorithm.
Finally, we notice that some hard problems have zero success
rate for LSTF-DQA. These are problems similar to those that
lie near the black line, in that they have nearly or completely
degenerate ground states, however they have the added feature
that no qubits are frustrated. In this case, LSTF-DQA does not
work as intended and only ends up creating paths to higher
excited states.

B. Single instance analysis

We now investigate in detail a single instance. We con-
sider a sample problem with a graph comprising ten edges,
which can be considered hard for AQA due to the presence
of a phase transition. See Appendix C 2 for the values of
hz

i and the graph used for this instance. Figure 5 shows the
expectation values of σ̂ z

i during a normal linear annealing
process [Fig. 5(a)] and using LSTF-DQA [Fig. 5(b)], where
we have selected k = 1 for the target qubit, with sx = 0.2
and cx = 0. In Fig. 5(a) we can see that most qubits have
a z expectation that crosses zero at various points in s, and
in particular near s = 0.8 where there is a phase transition,
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FIG. 4. Summary of success probabilities (a), (c), (e), and energy residual histograms (b), (d), (f), of all the randomly generated seven-qubit
problems. The rows (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), (f) correspond to the instance groups with 6–8, 10–12, and 14–16 edges, respectively (annotated
in gray font). In the plots (a), (c), and (e), the black line denotes equal success probabilities, the black circles indicate SG instance samples, and
the red crosses LG instance samples. In the histograms (b), (d), and (f), the energy residuals are represented as four distinct groups according
to whether the AQA or LSTF-DQA was used, and the classification of the problem, SG or LG, determined by the minimum gap threshold. A
problem is considered to have a SG when �E1(s∗) � 1/2π GHz in the AQA protocol, and LG otherwise. The bin frequencies corresponding to
SG and LG samples in the histograms were normalized for the sake of clarity. Refer to Table I for the true proportion of SG and LG problems.

characterized by a sharp and drastic change in total magne-
tization. With this transition is associated a small gap [50] as
seen in Fig. 6(a) at s = s∗, where the energy spectrum is repre-
sented as energy gaps �En(s) ≡ En(s) − E0(s). The minimum
gap in this instance is well below the chosen threshold for
hardness, i.e., �E1(s∗) � 1/2π GHz. In Fig. 5(b) we show the
effect of applying the schedules described in Eqs. (9)–(12) on
the magnetization expectations of each qubit mz

i . We can see
that mz

1 undergoes two sharp transitions at the points s = sx

and s+ as expected, which leads to energy crossings between
the ground and first excited state. The LSTF-DQA spectrum
is shown in Fig. 6(b) where the double energy crossings can
clearly be identified. For the evolution time tan = 100 ns, we
obtained a success probability of less than 0.01 for the AQA
algorithm, whereas for the LSTF-DQA algorithm we obtained
a success probability over 0.99 for three qubits (qubits 1, 3,
and 6). The best result was obtained for qubit 1, with a success

probability over 0.9999. In terms of the time to solution (TTS)
for this single run, calculated using Eq. (1) in Ref. [51] and
where we use a success criterion pd = 0.99, these results
represent a constant speedup factor on the order of 1000 times
for LSTF-DQA over AQA, for which we obtained 46.7 ns
and 49 μs, respectively. Another observation is that some
of the qubit z magnetization expectation values undergo two
zero crossings. For those qubits, two minima in the energy
spectrum can be created by only reducing their associated x
field. We discuss this in more detail in Appendix C 3.

We have demonstrated that a constant speedup is achiev-
able using LSTF-DQA for a set of problems, as opposed to a
scaling advantage, and in particular for problems considered
hard for quantum annealing. Despite this it is useful to empha-
size that the problems considered in this paper are still easily
solved classically (due to the limited number of qubits in the
simulations), and further that LSTF-DQA cannot be applied to
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FIG. 5. The magnetization expectation values of each qubit using
(a) the AQA algorithm with linear schedules, and (b) LSTF-DQA
applied to qubit 1 (k = 1) of the graph shown in Fig. 13. In (b) the
points s = sx and s+ are shown.

qubits that have no local z field in the problem Hamiltonian,
such as quantum random-energy models [13,14] and synthetic
deceptive-cluster-loop benchmark problems [52]. However,
given the performance we have demonstrated on small-scale

FIG. 6. The spectrum of the randomly generated problem using
(a), the AQA algorithm with linear schedules, and (b) LSTF-DQA
applied to qubit 1. In (a) the minimum gap location s = s∗ is shown,
and in (b) the points s = sx and s+ are shown. Only the two lowest-
energy gaps are shown here for clarity.

problems, we expect that the LSTF-DQA algorithm proposed
in this paper will be particularly useful as an alternative an-
nealing method for solving large-scale problems in which
there is a phase transition and that feature an inhomogeneous
disorder field [53], such as that discussed in the previous para-
graph. The performance of LSTF-DQA at scale is an aspect
we wish to revisit in future work, using scalable models that
exhibit first-order phase transitions. The method could also
be used to elucidate the structure of a black-box problem,
an application which we also wish to investigate in further
work. Owing to recent work on the accurate mapping of super-
conducting circuit Hamiltonians to Ising Hamiltonians [32],
and efficient methods for finding physical annealing sched-
ules that accurately reproduce the desired scheduling of the
Ising terms [33], we anticipate that the schedules proposed in
Eqs. (9)–(12), or similar variants, can be readily implemented
provided the qubit design is suitable (e.g., it allows a near-zero
transverse field).

IV. DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

We anticipate that the annealing processor environment
will play an equal if not more critical role in determining
DQA performance compared to AQA. To assess this in the
context of LSTF-DQA, we revisit our model of magnetic
frustration, using the two-qubit Hamiltonian as defined in
Eq. (1) and perform dynamics simulations in a closed- and
open-system setting. We use the Hamiltonian Open Quan-
tum System Toolkit set of JULIA codes for solving all master
equations [54]. In our simulations we set the energy scale
R = 1 GHz and frustration f = 0.8 which yields the mini-
mum gap �E1(s∗) ≈ 0.4 GHz and s∗ ≈ 0.85 in the AQA case.
Figure 7(a) shows all the energy gaps associated with both
the AQA and LSTF-DQA instances of this Hamiltonian using
these parameters.

We first present closed-system dynamics simulations com-
paring both the AQA and LSTF-DQA implementations of the
schedules defined in Eqs. (9)–(12). We solve numerically the
von Neumann equation for a range of annealing times tan:

h̄
∂

∂t
ρ̂(t ) = −i[Ĥ (t ), ρ̂(t )] (14)

where ρ̂(t ) is the density matrix and Ĥ (t ) = ĤD(t ) + ĤP(t ).
Recall that s = t/tan so that t runs from t = 0 to tan. The
initial state is the pure ground state of the system at s = 0,
ρ̂(0) = |E0(0)〉〈E0(0)|. The final state of the system in this
case will also be a pure state. The probability of obtaining the
ground state is simply p0(tan ) = 〈E↓↑|ρ̂(tan )|E↓↑〉. Figure 7(b)
shows the result of solving Eq. (14) to find the probability of
obtaining the problem ground state at the end of the anneal
t = tan. In the case of AQA, a high ground-state probabil-
ity is obtained when the heuristic adiabatic theorem [10] is
well satisfied: tan � 1/�1(s∗)2. The equivalent problem in
the LSTF-DQA protocol is solved using anneal durations an
order of magnitude lower. The inset of Fig. 7(b) shows the
tan dependence of the TTS for a single run, calculated using
Eq. (1) in Ref. [51], and where we use a success criterion
pd = 0.99. Notice in Fig. 7(a) that the separation between
the ground and second excited states for s < sx and s > s+
and the separation between first and second excited states
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FIG. 7. The complete two-qubit energy spectra in the AQA and
LSTF-DQA protocols are shown in (a) as dotted and solid lines,
respectively. Solutions for 〈ρ̂(tan )〉 as a function of the total annealing
time for the linear AQA and LSTF-DQA protocols are shown in
(b). The inset of (b) shows the tan dependence of TTS for a success
criterion of pd = 0.99. The parameters of the annealing Hamiltonian
here are R = 1 GHz, cx = 0, and f = 0.8.

for sx < s < s+ in the DQA protocol are larger than the
separation between the ground and first excited state in the
AQA protocol. This, combined with the fact that the transition
to the first excited state at sx and back to the ground state at s+
occurs at any timescale due to our choice of cx = 0, shows that
the adiabatic theorem is satisfied at shorter timescales than
with the AQA protocol.

We now turn to open-system dynamics to assess the impact
of the environment. As the parameter space for open systems
is very large, we restrict ourselves to the simplest cases, saving
more detailed studies for future work. The first simplification
we apply is to use cx = 0 throughout our simulations. As we
have shown, in this limit there is no interaction between local
minima in the semiclassical potential, and thus energy-level
crossings are created between the ground and first excited
states. This allows us to focus on the use of an AME for
open-system dynamics since there is in principle no diabatic
transition between the ground and first excited state [55]. As
a second simplification, we focus on two limiting cases of
uncorrelated system-bath couplings for a given bath. We only
consider the cases where an Ohmic bath is coupled equally to
either the x or z degrees of freedom of Eq. (1), which amounts
to considering the effects of relaxation and dephasing, respec-
tively.

To this end, we first introduce a bosonic Ohmic bath that is
commonly used for dynamics simulations in quantum anneal-
ing and we solve the AME [35,56,57] numerically. We assume
both qubits are coupled equally to the same independent baths,

for which we specify the spectral density as

γ (ω) = 2πηg2 ω exp (−|ω|/ωc)

1 − exp (−βω)
(15)

where β = 1/kBT is the inverse temperature, ωc is the cutoff
frequency, and ηg2 is the dimensionless coupling strength. In
this paper we restrict ourselves to values of these parameters
similar to those used in theoretical studies of the DWave ma-
chine [35,58,59], and refer to Refs. [35,54] for the full details
of the AME, since we only solve it numerically here. For the
bath parameters we use T = 16 mK, ωc = 4 × 2π GHz, and
ηg2 = 10−4. The time-dependent Lindblad operators in the
AME are defined as

L̂α,ωba (t ) = 〈Eb(t )|Âα|Ea(t )〉|Ea(t )〉〈Eb(t )| (16)

where Âα is an operator of the system Hamiltonian, in this
case Eq. (1), and where ωba = Eb(t ) − Ea(t ) is the energy
gap between instantaneous energy levels a and b at time t .
An important feature of these operators is that they describe
stochastic transitions in the energy eigenbasis of the system.
This occurs in the weak-coupling limit. In our simulations we
use the operators Â1,2 = σ̂ x

1,2 to describe relaxation, as their
effect is to flip the qubit z expectation. Separately we use
Â1,2 = σ̂ z

1,2 to describe dephasing, as their effect is to change
the phase of the qubit in the xy plane. Due to our choice of
energy scale R = 1 GHz, we might expect all 16 Lindblad
operators associated with Â1,2 to play a role, owing to the
fact that all transitions ωba have an energy in the region of
ωc. However, this is not necessarily the case.

We first compare the probabilities of obtaining the ground
state, for the given system-bath interaction, over a range of an-
nealing times and with an initial state ρ̂(0) = |E0(0)〉〈E0(0)|.
Figure 8(a) shows the ground-state probability obtained in the
AQA case, including the closed-system result for reference.
We see that both relaxation (labeled x) and dephasing (la-
beled z) play a significant role at long timescales, reducing
the ground-state probability before the dynamics are suitably
adiabatic due to depopulation of the ground state. Figure 8(b)
shows the overlap of the density matrix with the instantaneous
eigenstates of the system and the location of the minimum
gap s∗. As we would expect, the system begins to noticeably
thermalize near s = s∗, as transitions are most likely there.

In the DQA case, the ground-state probabilities are shown
in Fig. 9(a), where the inset shows a closeup of the effect of
a purely dephasing bath. We see here a stark contrast with the
AQA case, where significant relaxation (x curve) occurs at a
much smaller anneal duration, and where at longer durations
tan > 40 ns repopulation of the ground state occurs, increasing
the ground-state probability again. In the case of dephasing
(z curve), the effect is surprisingly less significant compared
to the AQA case. However, intuitively, the pronounced effect
of relaxation in the DQA protocol is not unexpected, as the
energy gap between the ground and first excited state is on
average much smaller than in the AQA case, and thus we
would expect a higher rate of depopulation or repopulation of
the ground state. Indeed, this can be seen in Fig. 9(b), where
depopulation of the ground state into the first excited state
occurs at t = 0. However, in the case of dephasing it is less
obvious why there is an apparent insensitivity.
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FIG. 8. The probability of obtaining the ground state at the end
of an anneal for the AQA protocol is shown in (a), calculated by
solving the AME for the Ohmic bath coupled to the x (blue line)
and z (orange line) degrees of freedom. The closed system result
is shown as the black line for reference and the vertical dotted line
shows the time at which the dynamics are quasiadiabatic. In (b) are
shown the overlaps of all the instantaneous eigenstates of the system
Hamiltonian with the density matrix obtained for tan = 10 ns, in the
case of the bath coupled to the x degrees of freedom. The location of
the minimum gap s∗ is shown, as well as the indices of the states.

To better understand this, we consider the structure of the
instantaneous eigenstates for the DQA protocol involving two
qubits and analyze their effect on the Lindblad operators. We
will restrict our analysis to consider only transitions between
the ground and first excited states in the case cx = 0, justified
by the fact that depopulation into the second excited state
(i = 2) is negligible as evidenced by Fig. 9(b). Under these
conditions, the two lowest eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can
be written in the form

|E0(s)〉 = |q0(s)〉 ⊗ |↓〉 (17a)

and

|E1(s)〉 = |q0(s)〉 ⊗ |↑〉, (17b)

respectively, where |q0(s)〉 denotes the lowest-energy eigen-
state of qubit 1. Qubit 2 will instantaneously flip twice in
the ground state, owing to the absence of a transverse local
field, once at sx and once at s+. This means that, given our
notation above, for s < sx and s > s+, |E0(s)〉 is the ground
state, and for sx < s < s+, |E1(s)〉 is the ground state. Using
this notation, Eq. (16) can be written as either

L̂α,ωba (t ) = 〈q0(t )|Âα|q0(t )〉〈b|Î|a〉|q0(t )a〉〈q0(t )b| (18a)

in the case that Âα is an operator of qubit 1, or

L̂α,ωba (t ) = 〈q0(t )|Î|q0(t )〉〈b|Âα|a〉|q0(t )a〉〈q0(t )b| (18b)

FIG. 9. The probability of obtaining the ground state at the end of
an anneal for the DQA protocol is shown in (a), calculated by solving
the AME for the Ohmic bath coupled to the x (blue) and z (orange)
degrees of freedom. The inset shows a closeup of the closed system
result (black solid line) and the z-coupled bath result. In (b) are
shown the overlaps of all the instantaneous eigenstates of the system
Hamiltonian with the density matrix obtained for tan = 10 ns, in the
case of the bath coupled to the x degree of freedom. The locations of
the first (sx) and second (s+) level crossings are shown, as well as the
indices of the states.

in the case that Âα is an operator of qubit 2. Here
|q0(t )a〉〈q0(t )b| = |q0(t )〉〈q0(t )| ⊗ |a〉〈b|, Î is the 2×2 iden-
tity matrix, and a and b now distinguish the states based on the
z spin of qubit 2, i.e., a, b ∈ {↓,↑}. We can see immediately
that in the first case Eq. (18a) is zero if a �= b due to the
orthogonality of |↓〉 and |↑〉. This already rules out the possi-
bility that any transition can be driven by a bath coupled to any
degree of freedom belonging to qubit 1. In the case a = b, the
associated Lindblad operator has a dephasing effect entirely
determined by the expectation value of the chosen operator
〈q0(t )|Âα|q0(t )〉 and the amplitude of the bath correlation
function at zero frequency γ (0). In the second case, Eq. (18b),
we can immediately see that only the choice Âα = σ̂ x

2 yields
nonzero terms for a �= b, since only the off-diagonal elements
of σ̂ x

2 are nonzero. From this it is clear why relaxation plays an
important role: the amplitude of the term 〈b|σ̂ x

2 |a〉 is maximal
for a �= b. The case a = b plays no role here as qubit 2 is
always in a computational basis state under our assumptions.

Rather interestingly, this conclusion in the case of re-
laxation can be readily generalized if we consider |q0(t )〉
to describe many other qubits in their ground state, i.e.,
it does not matter what form this eigenstate takes as
〈q0(t )|Î|q0(t )〉〈b|σ̂ x

2 |a〉 = 1, and the result only depends
on the bath spectral density at the transition frequency.
Furthermore we may also conclude that all raising and
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FIG. 10. The time interval tan(s+ − sx ) the system spends in the
first excited state is shown in (a), as a function of the frustration
parameter f . Solutions of the ground-state expectation of the density
matrix solved in the AME as a function of total annealing time tan are
shown in (b), for the selected values of f represented as colored dots
in (a).

lowering operators that result from coupling the bath to all
other qubits are canceled in the two-level energy subspace,
due to the 〈b|Î|a〉 term in Eq. (18a), implying that as long
as only transitions between the two lowest-energy eigenstates
are significant, and the AME applies, the relaxation rate of the
entire system is completely determined by the target qubit.

To see why dephasing is strongly suppressed in this exam-
ple, we must look at the behavior of the term 〈q0(t )|Âα|q0(t )〉.
The case of no dephasing corresponds to the case where
|q0(t )〉 is an eigenstate of σ̂ x, since in this case 〈±|σ̂ z|±〉 = 0,
where |±〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉 ± |1〉). In fact, in our example, it can be

verified numerically that for most of the evolution |q0(t )〉 is
almost an eigenstate of σ̂ x, until near the end of the anneal.
In other words, qubit 1 is strongly polarized along the x
magnetization axis until near the end of the anneal, which
explains the result seen in Fig. 9(a) (see Appendix D). Un-
like the relaxation result, however, this result is not readily
generalized, as the structure of |q0(t )〉 is generally nontrivial.
Therefore we would not expect this dephasing insensitivity to
apply to all problems.

Another important property of the LSTF-DQA protocol
when applied in an environment that drives relaxation is that
the impact of relaxation can be mitigated if the time interval
spent in the first excited state is reduced. Figure 10(a) shows
that decreasing the frustration f in the system decreases the
time interval tan(s+ − sx ) for fixed sx, as the point s+ occurs
earlier in the anneal. Figure 10(b) shows the overlap of the
problem ground state with the density matrix at the end of
the anneal, obtained by solving the AME as a function of

tan. We see that the effect of decreasing frustration is to re-
duce the impact of relaxation. Reducing the frustration has
the effect of both reducing the time interval tan(s+ − sx ) and
also reducing the average energy gap between the ground and
first excited states. The latter property has a less pronounced
impact on relaxation according to our results, and thus we do
not discuss it further here. Some data are, however, presented
in Appendix E. It is worth noting that changing the energy
scale could be beneficial for investigating resonance effects
with the bath [60] experimentally. A particularly interesting
application of the LSTF-DQA protocol is to perform multi-
qubit interferometry experiments [19,46], which could serve
as a very sensitive probe of coherence in a quantum annealing
processor. By adjusting the values of cx and c1 in Eq. (10),
it is possible to tune the size of the energy minima at sx

and s+ to induce oscillations in the ground-state probability.
This is also an application which we will focus on in future
work.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that for specific types of optimization
problems, i.e., those with frustration caused by inhomoge-
neous local z fields, a DQA protocol can be formulated that
exploits the suppression of quantum tunneling of frustrated
spins to create arbitrarily small energy gaps in the annealing
energy spectrum. This we call the LSTF DQA protocol. We
first demonstrated, using a semiclassical approximation, how
a frustrated qubit leads to the formation of a double-well
potential when its transverse field is reduced, leading to a
delocalized state at some point in s. In particular we showed
that an arbitrarily small avoided crossing can be created, and
that the gap can be closed entirely in the limit of a vanishing
transverse field. We then presented a sketch for an O(N )
heuristic algorithm that could be used to find lower-energy
eigenstates of black-box problems under certain conditions.
The performance of this algorithm was explored using a series
of randomly generated instances, which showed that signif-
icant advantages can be obtained, particularly for problems
in which phase transitions exist. We have also shown that
the LSTF-DQA method is expected to be more sensitive to
thermal relaxation than the AQA method for a given problem,
through an analysis of the structure of the DQA eigenstates,
and their role in forming the Lindblad operators of the AME.
A single qubit dominates this effect even for larger systems
under certain conditions, notably that only transitions between
the ground and first excited states are important. The effect of
dephasing in our DQA protocol was shown to be minimal for
our two-qubit example. However, no simple generalization to
greater numbers of qubits was found. We therefore believe
that this protocol will be of more use for determining the
coherent evolution performance of near-term quantum anneal-
ing hardware than for optimization applications. Despite this,
we expect that there is some merit to applying this technique
to both classical and quantum optimization in the near term,
particularly because it is inherently simplistic, has O(N ) per-
formance, and can be used on existing quantum annealing
hardware and in classical algorithms that simulate quantum
annealing. Furthermore we believe it can be used to assess the
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structure of a black-box problem, for example, testing for the
presence of small energy minima.
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APPENDIX A: SEMICLASSICAL POTENTIAL

We describe here how the results shown in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b) were obtained. Consider Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), which
show the values obtained for Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively, as a

FIG. 11. The semiclassical potential Eq. (5) solved on a grid of θ1

and θ2 values and at s = s+ is shown in (a). The trace-norm distance
Eq. (6) solved for the same parameters is shown in (b). The positions
of the local minima of Eq. (5) are indicated in (a) and denoted
as white dots in both figures. The position of the global minimum
of Eq. (6) is denoted as a white cross in both figures. The line θ ,
Eq. (A1), is shown as the white dotted line in both plots, along which
lie the two local minima of the semiclassical potential and the global
minimum of the trace-norm distance. The red line in (a) indicates the
locus of the minimum potential energy with respect to changes in θ2.

function of θ1 and θ2 at s = s+. We are interested in the local
(including the global) minima of the semiclassical potential.
To find these local minima, we first compute the locus of
the minimum potential energy with respect to changes in θ2,
indicated by the red line in Fig. 11(a). We then take the first
numerical derivative of the energy with respect to θ2 along the
locus points. The locations of the zero crossings at which this
derivative is increasing correspond to the locations of the local
minima, shown as the white dots in the figure. We repeat this
process for different values of s to trace the energy of the local
minima as a function of s, which gives us the data required for
Fig. 2(a). To obtain the data shown in Fig. 2(b), we define
the straight line θ (s, θ1, θ2) that intersects the location of both
local minima. We denote the coordinates of the first local
minimum as θ1,a, θ2,a and at the second minimum as θ1,b, θ2,b.
We can express the line θ as a function of either θ1 or θ2.
Therefore we can express the line as θ (s, θ1, θ2) ≡ θ ′

2(s, θ1)
where

θ ′
2(s, θ1) = θ2,a(s) − θ2,b(s)

θ1,a(s) − θ1,b(s)
[θ1 − θ1,a(s)] + θ2,a(s) (A1)

where we have made explicit the dependence on s, and θ ′
2

is the value of θ2 when θ1 is on the line θ . We then solve
Eq. (5) along θ and express it as a function of θ ′

2 to obtain
the semiclassical tunneling potential seen as the green line
in Fig. 2(b). We also solve Eq. (6) along θ to obtain the
trace-norm distance seen as the black dotted line in Fig. 2(b).
Notice that the global minimum of the trace-norm distance,
shown as the white cross in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), lies on the
line θ .

APPENDIX B: DIVERGENCE OF s∗ AND s+

One might expect s∗, the location at which the minimum
gap occurs, to be equal to s+, the location at which the
ground-state z magnetization crosses zero. We show here that
this is not necessarily the case. Figure 12 shows the values of
s∗ and s+ as a function of hx

2 for the two-qubit Hamiltonian
described by Eq. (1). As hx

2 becomes larger, the difference
between s∗ and s+ grows. This behavior was also observed
in recent work by Albash and Kowalsky [42]. In Fig. 11

FIG. 12. The positions of the minimum gap at s = s∗ and the zero
crossing of the z magnetization of qubit 2, s = s+, as a function of the
suppressed transverse field hx

2. The black crosses denote the values of
s at which the rate of change of the qubit z magnetization ∂mz

2/∂s is
greatest, which correlate well with the position of the minimum gap.
The parameter values used were f = 0.8 and Jzz = hz

1 = R.
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of their work, the points which we define as s∗ and s+ are
shown to converge in the p-spin model, as p is increased.
Similarly the minimum gap occurs after the zero crossing
of the magnetization in their results. It is also noted in their
work that the location of the minimum gap corresponds to
the point at which the slope of the z magnetization is greatest.
We verified this numerically with our two-qubit example,
represented by the black crosses in Fig. 12, where indeed a
good correlation can be observed between the slope of mz

2 and
the location of the minimum gap s∗.

APPENDIX C: SEVEN-QUBIT RANDOM
PROBLEM INSTANCES

1. Graph generation algorithm

To generate a random connected graph, we first start with
a fully connected seven-vertex graph. We then iteratively
choose random edges to remove one by one. For each edge
to remove, we first check if the graph is connected. If it is
not, we choose a different edge and restart. If the graph is
still connected, we proceed with the choice and choose a new
edge to remove, until the desired number of edges remains. To
ensure the generated graphs are nonisomorphic with respect to
one another, we compare the newly generated graph with all
those in a list. If one is found to be isomorphic, the newly
generated graph is discarded and the process repeats until we
have obtained ten nonisomorphic graphs. We used the PYTHON

package NETWORKX [61] to create and manipulate graphs,
including checking for isomorphism and connectivity.

2. Instance parameters

The graph that was used for the random problem example
is shown in Fig. 13. This is one of ten graphs generated by the
algorithm described in Appendix C 1. The values of hz

i used
for the random problem example are

hz
1 = 1 GHz,

hz
2 = −0.326 104 52 GHz,

hz
3 = 0.169 986 98 GHz,

hz
4 = −0.121 092 17 GHz,

hz
5 = −0.587 256 47 GHz,

hz
6 = 0.199 802 55 GHz,

hz
7 = −0.437 084 9 GHz,

which were drawn from identical Gaussian distributions with
a variance of 1 and then normalized such that the largest field
has a magnitude R, which in this case is set at R = 1 GHz.
The values of Jzz

i j were all set to −0.5R and all the transverse
fields hx

i were set to R, as described in the main text.

3. Observed features

We discuss here some additional observed features of the
random instance described in the main text, focusing on the
data shown in Fig. 5(a). In this figure, we can clearly see
that a few qubit z magnetization values undergo a double
zero crossing during the evolution for the AQA process (the
pink and purple lines). We show in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) that

FIG. 13. The ten-edge graph used for the random instance anal-
ysis, discussed in Sec. III B of the main text.

application of LSTF-DQA to such a qubit can result in a triple
flip of the qubit z magnetization, and consequently a triple
crossing of the ground and first excited states. These crossing
points are indicated at s = sx, the second at s = s+, and a third
at a point we denote s = s′

+. This suggests it is not always
necessary to create an additional crossing at s = sx, and also
suggests that the way in which local minima in the potential
compete can be highly nontrivial. Notice also from Fig. 14(a)
that the other qubits must clearly participate in the tunneling in
some way, since they are all influenced by the flip events of the
selected qubit (k = 7 here). This also occurs to a lesser extent
when qubit 1 is the target qubit, as seen in Fig. 5(b), where
the pink line appears to no longer cross zero near s = 0.4
following the application of LSTF-DQA.

FIG. 14. In (a) is shown the magnetization expectation values
of each qubit when using LSTF-DQA applied to qubit 7 (k = 7) of
the graph shown in Fig. 13. In (b) the resulting energy spectrum is
shown. In both figures the points s = sx , s = s+ and s′

+ are indicated.
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FIG. 15. The magnetization of each qubit in the frustrated two-
qubit problem, when f = 0.8 and cx = 0. For s > s+, qubit 1 is no
longer fully x polarized.

We can see this also in the context of the two-qubit example
when the transverse field of qubit 2 is suppressed. Considering
Fig. 11(a), we see that a sudden rotation of qubit 1 from the
x to the z axis accompanies the full z expectation flip of qubit
2. These correlated events are not at all obvious unless the
transverse field of the target qubit is suppressed. It is striking
that the suppression of a single transverse field can reveal
these otherwise hidden correlations. Finally, note that from a
computational perspective we expect that omitting the cross-
ing at s = sx and simply suppressing a selected transverse
field will not be very effective, since such a double crossing
of the z magnetization in the AQA spectrum is expected to
be a rare occurrence, and furthermore it does not consistently
yield the described behavior. We might expect to observe the
same features revealed in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) when selecting
qubit 5 (k = 5), for which the z magnetization corresponds
to the purple curve in Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 14(a). However,
this is not the case despite the double zero crossing of the
z magnetization. In that case the z magnetization no longer
changes after s = sx, and we observe a “softening” of the
phase transition, whereby the minimum gap is increased in
size.

APPENDIX D: QUBIT x MAGNETIZATION

We argued that dephasing in our two-qubit example
[Eq. (1)] was strongly suppressed due to the fact that |q0(t )〉,
associated with qubit 1, is very closely an eigenstate of the
σ̂ x operator throughout the duration of the anneal. To see
this, we show the ground-state magnetization of both qubits
mx

1,2 = 〈E0|σ̂ x
1,2|E0〉 in Fig. 15. From this plot the ground-state

x magnetization of qubit 1, encoded in the state |q0(t )〉, is

FIG. 16. The probability of obtaining the ground state at the end
of an anneal for the DQA protocol, calculated by solving the AME
for the Ohmic bath coupled to the x degrees of freedom for different
energy scales R = 1 and 5 GHz. The closed system result is shown
as the solid black line for reference.

maximal up to the point s = s+. For s > s+ there should be a
finite dephasing effect due to qubit 1. The ground-state x mag-
netization of qubit 2 is zero throughout the anneal, as expected
in this case since cx = 0. We emphasize here and in the main
text that the strong x magnetization of qubit 1 throughout most
of the anneal is a feature of this simple problem. The reason
this occurs is first that it is energetically favorable for qubit 1
to rotate to the x axis early in the anneal where the transverse
field dominates, and second that this allows the energy penalty
caused by the choice of Jzz to be removed between s = 0 and
s+. Beyond the point s = s+, qubit 2 is flipped back into the
favorable direction, which makes the magnetization of qubit 1
strongly z polarized as this configuration is more energetically
favorable than if it were x polarized.

APPENDIX E: ENERGY DEPENDENCE
OF RELAXATION EFFECTS

Figure 16 shows the probability of obtaining the ground
state at the end of an anneal using LSTF-DQA for two differ-
ent values of the energy scale R in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1).
Only the x degrees of freedom are coupled to the Ohmic bath.
The effect of increasing the energy scale does not have a
great impact on the relaxation and depopulation rates. Rather,
by increasing the energy scale we have decreased the anneal
duration tan required for adiabatic dynamics. At the shorter
timescales associated with R = 5 GHz, the system has very
little time to thermalize, and thus we obtain a slightly larger
peak in ground-state probability than for R = 1 GHz. The
depopulation of the first excited state also appears to occur
over a shorter timescale in this case.
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